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Edu Desk è la sintesi di un desk che
offre la massima flessibilità ed una grande 
comodità di utilizzo. Il design elegante e 
razionale unito ad una struttura leggera ed 
impilabile lo rendono adatto alla maggior 
parte degli ambienti educativi o commerciali 
ma anche come ideale complemento
facilmente adattabile per il lavoro da casa.

Fornasarig Innovative & 
Contemporary 
Design Link 

 Edu Desk
Edu Desk is the ultimate synthesis  
of a high-density stacking independent 
Desk that enables maximum flexibility. 
The design is elegant and rational  
and is suited to most educational  
or commercial environments, as well  
as being ideal for working at home.

Luca Fornasarig →
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Link Edu Desk design  
is easily adaptable 
to the new requirements
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Stackability 
30 desks can be efficiently  
stored on a trolley easy  
to move.

Ergonomic 
The gently curved top front 
edge reduces muscle strain 
on your wrists and forearms 
keeping your hands  
and shoulders relaxed.

LDE560→M size

69 
27”

54 
21”

73 
28”  

62/24” ½  

Bent multilayer 
top with HPL  
or FENIX coating 
- the toughest 
tabletop yet.

Production
2021

Modesty panel  
Modesty panel in the line  
of the top to provide  
visual privacy

Book box 
A book box can be easily integrated 
under the top  
to provide extra storage.

91:90:
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90°

Profile  
With its 90° front angle  
the desk can be easily moved  
into a back to back solution  
or fitted alongside a wall  
to save you much space.
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